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Abstract

The analysis of a chemical reaction along the ground state potential energy surface in con-

junction with an unknown spin state is challenging because electronic states must be sep-

arately computed several times using different spin multiplicities to find the lowest energy

state. However, in principle, the ground state could be obtained with just a single calcu-

lation using a quantum computer without specifying the spin multiplicity in advance. In

the present work, ground state potential energy curves for PtCO were calculated as a proof-

of-concept using a variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) algorithm. This system exhibits

a singlet-triplet crossover as a consequence of the interaction between Pt and CO. VQE

calculations using a statevector simulator were found to converge to a singlet state in the

bonding region, while a triplet state was obtained at the dissociation limit. Calculations

performed using an actual quantum device provided potential energies within ±2 kcal/mol

of the simulated energies after adopting error mitigation techniques. The spin multiplicities

in the bonding and dissociation regions could be clearly distinguished even in the case of

a small number of shots. The results of this study suggest that quantum computing can

be a powerful tool for the analysis of the chemical reactions of systems for which the spin

multiplicity of the ground state and variations in this parameter are not known in advance.
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Introduction

Issues related to the use of fossil fuels, including the finite nature of these resources and

climate change, have become significant on a global scale.1,2 As such, hydrogen production

through water splitting and the conversion of carbon dioxide into liquid fuels have attracted

much attention.3–5 The development of high-performance catalysts for these processes that

contain reduced amounts of noble metals is also required on the basis of economics and

sustainability. Quantum chemical calculations are now routinely used to simulate various

reactions in conjunction with experimentation to expedite the development of such catalysts

by providing an understanding of reaction mechanisms on the molecular level and to assist

in material design.

The majority of current industrial catalysts utilize metal or alloy clusters, metal oxides

or metal complexes in which the metals serve as active centers.6,7 Accordingly, the inter-

actions between adsorbed molecules and these metal atoms is a fundamental aspect of the

catalytic reactions and must be accurately described to allow reliable simulations. However,

distributing many electrons over the multiple orbitals associated with the catalytic centers

and the adsorbed molecules results in numerous electronic states that are close in energy as

a consequence of the degenerate or nearly degenerate d and f orbitals of the metal atoms.

Describing such highly correlated electronic states requires a multiconfiguration treatment

based on configuration interaction (CI) theory8 instead of the more commonly used density

functional theory (DFT) methods.

A CI wavefunction is represented as a linear combination of Slater determinants corre-

sponding to the various electron configurations for a system. In the case of so-called full

CI, all the electron configurations generated from combinations of all the electrons and or-

bitals of the system are used.9 Although this approach provides exact wavefunctions for an

adopted basis set, the number of electron configurations (which, in turn, determines the

computational load) rapidly increases along with the number of electrons and orbitals such

that the load can easily exceed the capacity of standard computers. Consequently, only
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truncated CI calculations with selected electron configurations are carried out in practice,

except for the simplest molecules. For these reasons, the use of quantum computers for

quantum chemical calculations has recently attracted much attention.10,11 Quantum com-

puters with qubits have the potential to perform full CI calculations in polynomial time

by employing a quantum-phase estimation (QPE) algorithm to estimate the eigenvalues of

specific Hamiltonian operators.12–15

In addition to advantages related to reduced computational costs, quantum chemistry cal-

culations performed using quantum computers can also determine electronic ground states

without specifying the spin multiplicity in advance. This is helpful because, in the case of

certain transition metal catalysts in which the metals serve as active centers, the spin multi-

plicity of the electronic ground state varies depending on the molecular geometry.16–21 Thus,

it is necessary to trace changes in the spin multiplicity along the reaction coordinates when

assessing such systems. In contrast, the spin multiplicity must be specified when performing

DFT calculations. For CI calculations using conventional computers, in order to save the

computational costs, the spin multiplicity is also specified in advance to omit the electron

configurations which do not contribute to the target spin state.22 For this reason, the anal-

ysis of a chemical reaction along the ground state potential energy surface is challenging

because it is necessary to compute electronic states several times while specifying different

spin multiplicities and to compare the resulting energies to identify the lowest energy state.

Conversely, since a superposition of multiple states having different spin multiplicities can

be prepared using the qubits of a quantum computer, the ground state can, in principle,

be obtained with just a single calculation employing the QPE algorithm if the initial state

overlaps significantly with the ground state. As such, it will be possible to trace the reaction

path along the ground state even if the spin multiplicity changes along the way without

involving complicated operations, unlike aforementioned calculations performed with con-

ventional computers. Therefore, quantum computers are expected to serve as a useful tool

for the analysis of the reactions of a system for which the spin multiplicity of the ground
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state is not obvious. This computational technique could also be applied to analyses of the

ground states of strongly correlated systems having electronic states that are close in energy

to the ground state but different in terms of spin multiplicity.23–27 Unfortunately, such QPE

calculations require fault tolerance and cannot be executed on current quantum comput-

ers having qubits without error correction, generally referred to as noisy intermediate-scale

quantum (NISQ) devices.28–30 Accordingly, a quantum-classical hybrid algorithm known as

the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) is widely employed for quantum chemical calcu-

lations using NISQ devices.31,32 These VQE calculations solve the ground state wavefunction

by minimizing a given cost function based on the variational principle. In the case of a VQE

scheme, adopting an ansatz describing multiple spin states can allow the ground state to be

directly determined by minimizing the cost function.

The present study demonstrates that a reaction path along a ground state potential en-

ergy curve including spin crossover can be traced using quantum algorithms. Specifically, the

potential energy curves for the adsorption of a carbon monoxide (CO) molecule on a platinum

(Pt) atom were calculated using a VQE algorithm as a proof-of-concept. This adsorption is

one of the most extensively studied systems in the fields of surface and catalytic chemistry

and PtCO is the simplest model for this reaction. Prior theoretical studies have suggested

that this system has a singlet ground state in its equilibrium geometry33,34 but a triplet state

at the dissociation limit because of the triplet ground state of the neutral Pt atom.35 Thus,

the ground state of PtCO exhibits spin crossover resulting from the interaction between the

Pt and CO. In this work, VQE calculations were used to calculate the ground state poten-

tial energy curves of PtCO, including a singlet-triplet spin crossover, without specifying the

spin multiplicity in advance. The spin multiplicity could be estimated efficiently based on a

small number of measurements using an actual quantum device even under noisy conditions,

implying that the evaluation of discrete values may be a useful application of NISQ devices.
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Theory

VQE

The VQE method is a quantum-classical hybrid technique based on the variational prin-

ciple.31,32 In this process, a trial wavefunction is constructed using a quantum computer

based on the initial wavefunction |Ψo〉 and the ansatz quantum circuit Û(θ) with variational

parameters θ. The expected value of the molecular Hamiltonian 〈Ψo| Û †(θ)ĤÛ(θ) |Ψo〉 is

repeatedly determined with a quantum computer, while the variational parameters θ are

repeatedly updated using a classical computer so as to minimize the cost function

Lcost = 〈Ψo| Û †(θ)ĤÛ(θ) |Ψo〉 . (1)

To ensure that the computed wavefunction has the desired properties, a penalty term is

typically included as32,36,37

Lcost = 〈Ψo| Û †(θ)ĤÛ(θ) |Ψo〉+ Lpenalty. (2)

In the case of spin multiplicity, Lpenalty is typically written as

Lpenalty = w 〈Ψo| Û †(θ)(Ŝ2 − p)2Û(θ) |Ψo〉 , (3)

where w is a weighting coefficient that determines the magnitude of the penalty, Ŝ2 is the

square of the total spin angular momentum operator, and p is the eigenvalue of Ŝ2 that the

wavefunction should satisfy. Note that the spin multiplicity can be specified by defining p.

In contrast, the wavefunction can be calculated without specifying the spin multiplicity by

setting w to zero. This computational scheme was utilized in the present study.
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PtCO

This work focused on the low-lying singlet and triplet states of PtCO, either of which could

be the ground state. These states could be identified based on the electron configurations

of the molecular orbitals derived from the Pt 5d and 6s atomic orbitals. The ground state

of a neutral Pt atom is the triplet state, equivalent to the electron configuration (5d)9(6s)1,

and this state is denoted herein by the symbol 3D. The lowest energy singlet state, 1D, has

the same electron configuration as 3D but a total spin angular momentum of S = 0. In

contrast, the 1S state is associated with the closed-shell electron configuration (5d)10(6s)0.

The electron configurations of these states are illustrated in Figure 1. The energy levels of

these states increase in the order of 3D < 1D < 1S. Therefore, the ground state of PtCO at the

dissociation limit is a triplet state derived from the 3D state of Pt. The 3D and 1D states are

both five-fold degenerate since all five d orbitals have the same energy. However, in the case

of the PtCO model, the degeneracy of the 5d orbitals is removed as a result of interactions

with the CO molecule. Assuming that PtCO has a linear structure, as previously suggested

by a DFT study performed by Wu et al.,34 the Pt 5d orbitals will be split into three energy

levels as shown in Figure 2. The energy gap between the Pt 6s orbital and the highest Pt

5d orbital is therefore increased by the presence of the CO. In the case that the energy gap

between the Pt 5d and 6s orbitals is greater than the value for the exchange interaction, a

closed-shell singlet state having a (5d)10(6s)0 configuration becomes energetically preferable

to the triplet state with a (5d)9(6s)1 configuration. Therefore, the ground state of PtCO can

comprise a closed-shell singlet state in the case that the Pt and CO are in close proximity

to one another.
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Figure 1: Diagrams showing the electron configurations associated with the (a) 3D, (b) 1D,
and (c) 1S states of a neutral Pt atom.
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Figure 2: Diagrams showing the alignments of the molecular orbitals of PtCO derived from
Pt 5d and 6s atomic orbitals for the (a) dissociation limit and (b) bonding region. A PtCO
molecule that is linear along its z -axis is assumed.
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Computational details

Conventional quantum chemical calculations were initially performed to determine the com-

putational procedure and conditions required for the VQE calculations. Subsequent to this,

VQE calculations were performed using both a simulator and a quantum device to demon-

strate that the ground state could be determined without specifying the spin multiplicity.

In preparation for these calculations, the geometry of the PtCO molecular structural was

optimized using the DFT method with the B3LYP functional38–41 together with the def2-

QZVP basis set for the Pt atom42 and the cc-pVQZ basis set for the C and O atoms.43 The

Gaussian16 program was employed for these calculations44 and a linear-structured PtCO

with an r(C–O) value of 1.1446 Å was obtained. Note that, herein, r(X–A) represents the

interatomic distance between atoms X and A. The r(C–O) distance was fixed at this value in

the following calculations. Plots of potential energy as a function of r(Pt–C) were generated

over the r(Pt–C) range of 1.55 – 5.0 Å. In these calculations, the linear PtCO molecule was

placed on the z -axis and C 2v symmetry was applied. Accordingly, the symmetries of the dxy,

dyz, dxz, dx2−y2 and dz2 orbitals were a2, b2, b1, a1, and a1, respectively, while that of the

molecular orbital derived from Pt 6s was a1. Since a closed-shell singlet state has A1 sym-

metry, those electronic states having A1 symmetry were investigated in this study. It should

also be noted that spin-orbit (SO) interactions were not incorporated into the calculations.

Although SO interactions typically have a significant effect in systems that include heavy

elements such as Pt, past theoretical studies have indicated that the singlet-triplet crossover

in the ground state potential energy curve of PtCO can be reproduced without considering

SO effects.33 In the present work, a qualitative description of the spin crossover was sufficient

to allow the applicability of the quantum algorithm to these calculations without specifying

the spin multiplicity to be ascertained.
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Calculations with conventional methods

The potential energy curves for PtCO were calculated using the complete active space self-

consistent field (CASSCF) method45,46 and the complete active space configuration interac-

tion (CASCI) method.47 The former approach is widely used to determine electronic states

associated with multiple electron configurations. In CASSCF calculations, the molecular

orbitals and the expansion coefficients of electron configurations are both optimized for the

target state. Calculations at the same level of theory can be performed within the VQE

framework by adopting an orbital optimization scheme (OO-VQE)48,49 although this re-

quires a huge number of calculations because of the iterations involved in the VQE process,

leading to a high computational cost. Therefore, the present work did not employ the orbital

optimization technique. The accuracy of the CASCI calculations was also examined based

on a comparison with the CASSCF results. The present CASSCF and CASCI calculations

were carried out using the GAMESS program.50,51

CASSCF calculations

The accuracy of CASSCF calculations depends on the construction of the active space, and

this work employed the CAS(10e, 6o), CAS(4e, 3o) and CAS(2e, 2o) active spaces. Herein,

the CAS is denoted as CAS(M e, N o) based on the numbers of active electrons M and of

active orbitals N. The CAS(10e, 6o) space was constructed by distributing ten electrons

over six molecular orbitals derived from Pt 5d and 6s atomic orbitals. The CAS(4e, 3o)

space was constructed by distributing four electrons over three orbitals having a1 symmetry

selected from the active orbitals of the CAS(10e, 6o) space. Finally, the CAS(2e, 2o) space

was obtained by selecting the two highest energy orbitals from the active orbitals of the

CAS(4e, 3o) space. The three lowest energy singlet states and the two lowest energy triplet

states having A1 symmetry were evaluated in the calculations based on the CAS(10e, 6o)

and CAS(4e, 3o) active spaces. Henceforth, these states are denoted as 11A1, 21A1, 31A1,

13A1 and 23A1. When using the CAS(2e, 2o) space, the two lowest energy singlet states and
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the lowest triplet state were calculated. The basis sets were def2-QZVP for the Pt atom and

cc-pVQZ for the C and O atoms.

CASCI calculations

The potential energy curves for PtCO associated with the two lowest energy singlet states

and the lowest triplet state were calculated using the CASCI method with the CAS(2e, 2o)

space. It should be noted that the results were dependent on the molecular orbitals that

were considered because orbital optimization was neglected. Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF)

orbitals and restricted open-shell HF (ROHF) orbitals were both examined. The ROHF

orbitals were obtained for the lowest energy triplet state, 13A1. The effects of the basis set

were also evaluated, employing the def2-SVP, def2-TZVP, and def2-QZVP basis sets for the

Pt atom combined with the cc-VDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ basis sets for the C and O

atoms, respectively.

VQE calculations using a simulator and a quantum device

The potential energy curves and the total spin angular momentum values for PtCO were

calculated using the VQE method without penalty terms, employing both the Qiskit sim-

ulator52 and the IBM ibm canberra quantum device .53 The basis sets used were def2-SVP

for the Pt atom and cc-pVDZ for the C and O atoms. The molecular orbitals were prepared

using the ROHF method implemented in PySCF.54 The same active orbitals together with

the CAS(2e, 2o) state as used in the CASCI calculations were adopted. Parity transforma-

tion was used to map the wavefunction to qubits and reduce two qubits based on parity

conservation of the electron number of α spin and the total electron number. As shown in

Figure 3, a hardware-efficient ansatz55 omitting Rz gates with a single depth was applied to

the computational basis |00〉 to describe the target wavefunction in real space. The varia-

tional parameters θi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) for Ry gates, starting from random initial numbers, were

optimized using the Nakanishi-Fujii-Todo (NFT) optimizer.56
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Simulator calculations were carried out to ascertain whether the VQE algorithm itself

could provide the ground state without specifying the spin multiplicity. The noise effect

was ignored and the potential energy and total spin angular momentum with statevector

were calculated using conventional computers. In the case of those calculations using the

ibm canberra machine, the potential energy and total spin angular momentum of PtCO at

r(Pt–C) values of 1.846 and 3.0 Å were determined through the Qiskit Runtime.53 The

r(Pt–C) distance of 1.846 Å was chosen because the ground state potential energy curve was

found to exhibit its minimum at this point, whereas 3.0 Å was selected as a typical bond

length for a triplet ground state. Three VQE calculations were performed for each molecular

structure with a maximum of five iterations for the VQE optimization so as to reduce the

computational cost. The Hamiltonian operator was decomposed into seven Pauli operators

that were then placed into four groups using a bitwise grouping technique32 to reduce the

number of measurements. These measurements were performed using 5008 shots for each

group of Pauli operators to ascertain energies during the VQE process. The square of the

total spin angular momentum operator Ŝ2, which consists of the three Pauli operators to be

determined, was ascertained for the optimized state, employing 16 shots for each group. The

twirled readout error extinction (T-Rex) method57 implemented in the IBM Qiskit Runtime

was adopted to reduce the readout noise effect.
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Figure 3: A diagram of the present ansatz consisting of Ry rotation gates and a CZ en-
tanglement gate. The computational basis |00〉 was employed as the initial state and four
variational parameters θi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) for the Ry rotation gates were optimized during the
VQE calculations.
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Results and Discussions

CASSCF and CASCI calculations

The total energies calculated for the electronic states are summarized in Tables S1–S5. The

potential energy curves obtained using the CASSCF method with the CAS(10e, 6o) state

are presented in Figure 4(a). Herein, it is assumed that, at r(Pt–C) = 5.0 Å, the structure

is at its dissociation limit. At this limit, the doubly degenerate triplet states 13A1 and

23A1 are the lowest energy states, while the doubly degenerate singlet states 11A1 and 21A1

are the second lowest, and the third singlet state 31A1 is the highest. An analysis of the

CASSCF wavefunction suggests that these triplet states are derived from the 3D state of

Pt having the electron configuration (5d)9(6s)1 (Figure S1). Similarly, the 11A1 and 21A1

states are derived from the 1D state with the configuration (5d)9(6s)1, while the 31A1 state

originates from the 1S state with the configuration (5d)10(6s)0. The energetic ordering of

these states is consistent with the energy levels of neutral Pt.35 The normally degenerate

states are split with regard to their energy levels due to the interactions of the Pt atom

with the CO. Consequently, the energetic ordering of the 11A1 and 13A1 states is inverted

at r(Pt–C) = 2.17 Å and the ground state in the region over which r(Pt–C) < 2.17 Å

is 11A1. Thus, the spin multiplicity of the ground state varies depending on the value of

r(Pt–C). The potential energy curves obtained using the CASCI method based on ROHF

orbitals are provided in Figure 4(b). Although the energy level of the 13A1 state is relatively

underestimated here compared with the CASSCF results, the crossover of the 11A1 state

with 13A1 was also predicted at this level of theory and appears at r(Pt–C) = 2.12 Å. These

results imply that VQE calculations using fewer qubits could potentially describe the spin

crossover in the ground state.

An analysis of the CASSCF wavefunctions with the CAS(10e, 6o) space suggested that

the main configuration of the 13A1 state was (5d)9(6s)1 with a singly occupied 5dz2 orbital

over the entire region, while that for the 21A1 and 23A1 states was (5d)9(6s)1 with a singly
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occupied dx2−y2 orbital. In contrast, the weights of the main configurations for the 11A1 and

31A1 states varied depending on r(Pt–C) (Figure S1). Here, the weights were calculated as

squared coefficients of the configurations in the CASSCF wavefunctions. The main configu-

rations for these states were (5d)9(6s)1 with a singly occupied 5dz2 orbital together with the

closed-shell (5d)10(6s)0 configuration. For the 11A1 state, the configuration (5d)9(6s)1 was

dominant at the dissociation limit, while (5d)10(6s)0 was dominant in the bonding region.

Conversely, in the case of the 31A1 state, the configuration (5d)10(6s)0 was dominant at the

dissociation limit, but (5d)9(6s)1 was the primary configuration throughout the bonding re-

gion. The total weights of these configurations were greater than 0.85 for all states over the

entire region. Figure 5 shows the CASSCF natural orbitals and the associated occupation

numbers at r(Pt–C) = 1.85 Å on behalf of the structures in the bonding region. The sum of

the occupation numbers for the orbitals with a1 symmetry was nearly four, while the other

orbitals were approximately doubly occupied. Similar results were obtained for the disso-

ciation limit, as shown in Figure S2. Therefore, the singlet–triplet crossover was predicted

reasonably well using the smaller active spaces CAS(4e, 3o) and CAS(2e, 2o) (Figure S3).

The results of CASCI calculations based on the RHF orbitals were found to be inconsis-

tent with those obtained using the CASSCF method (Figure S4). Specifically, the energetic

ordering of the electronic states was 11A1 < 13A1 over the entire region and a 11A1–13A1

crossover was not observed. Because the RHF orbitals were optimized for the closed-shell sin-

glet state, the energy level of the electronic state having the primary configuration (5d)10(6s)0

could have been significantly underestimated. An analysis of the CASCI wavefunction re-

vealed that one of the main configurations of 11A1 was derived from the (5d)10(6s)0 configu-

ration of the Pt atom, while that of the 13A1 state originated from a (5d)9(6s)1 configuration.

Thus, the energy level of the 11A1 state was relatively underestimated, resulting in the ab-

sence of the 11A1–13A1 crossover. In contrast, in the case of the CASCI calculations based

on ROHF orbitals, the energy level of the 13A1 state was underestimated relative to those of

the 11A1 state because the orbitals were optimized for the lowest triplet state. Consequently,
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the 11A1–13A1 crossover was observed. The effect of the basis set was found to be minimal

and the 11A1–13A1 crossover could be reproduced even with smaller basis sets (Figure S5).

Therefore, the combination of def2-SVP for Pt and cc-pVDZ for C and O, which were the

smallest basis sets among those examined, was adopted for the VQE calculations to reduce

the computational load.
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Figure 4: Potential energy curves for the 11A1 (filled circles), 21A1 (filled triangles), 31A1

(filled squares), 13A1 (open circles), and 23A1 (open triangles) states as calculated using (a)
the CASSCF method with the CAS(10e, 6o) space and (b) the CASCI method based on
ROHF orbitals. The basis sets used in the CASSCF calculations were def2-QZVP for Pt
and cc-pVQZ for C and O, while those in the CASCI calculations were def2-SVP for Pt and
cc-pVDZ for C and O.
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Figure 5: Natural orbitals at r(Pt–C) = 1.85 Å for the singlet states calculated using the
CASSCF method with the CAS(10e, 6o) space. These orbitals are derived from the (a) 5dxy,
(b) 5dyz, (c) 5dxz, (d) 5dx2−y2 , (e) 5dz2 , and (f) 6s atomic orbitals of Pt. The associated
symmetries are a2, b2, b1, a1, a1, and a1, respectively. The occupation numbers are shown
below the orbitals.
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VQE calculations

The potential energy curves calculated using the VQE technique with the statevector sim-

ulator are plotted in Figure 6(a) along with the CASCI results. These VQE calculations

with the simulator reproduced the singlet potential energy curve obtained from the CASCI

process over the range of r(Pt–C) < 2.12 Å and the triplet potential energy curve over the

range of r(Pt–C) > 2.12 Å. Thus, the VQE values follow the ground state potential en-

ergy curve over the entire region. These results suggest that the VQE algorithm is able to

closely predict a reaction pathway along a ground state potential energy curve including a

spin crossover. The potential energies at r(Pt–C) = 1.846 Å and 3.0 Å were also calculated

using the IBM quantum device and the resulting energies and the associated errors obtained

from three replicate VQE calculations are collected in Table 1. These results qualitatively

reproduce the CASCI data as plotted in Figure 6(a). The calculated values were close to the

singlet potential energy curve generated via the CASCI method for r(Pt–C) = 1.846 Å and

the triplet potential energy curve obtained from the CASCI technique for r(Pt–C) = 3.0 Å.

The differences between the potential energy values acquired from the IBM quantum device

and the exact values calculated using the CASCI method are plotted in Figure 6(b). It is

evident from this plot that these differences were all less than ±0.003 Hartree (±2 kcal/mol).

The calculated values for the spin squared operator, 〈Ŝ2〉, are also summarized in Table

1 and plotted in Figure 7. All the calculated 〈Ŝ2〉 values were within ±0.5 of the reference

values calculated using the CASCI technique. Consequently, the singlet and triplet states

could be clearly distinguished when these values were rounded off to the nearest integers.

The errors in these results are sufficiently small such that the change in spin multiplicity can

be recognized even though only 16 shots were carried out for each Pauli term in Ŝ2. It is

known that the minimal difference in the 〈Ŝ2〉 values between the electronic states having

different spin multiplicities will be 2.0 for a system with an even number of electrons, e.g.

the 〈Ŝ2〉 values are 0.0 and 2.0 for singlet and triplet states, respectively. This value will be

3.0 for a system with an odd number of electrons, e.g. the 〈Ŝ2〉 values are 0.75 and 3.75 for
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doublet and quartet states, respectively. Accordingly, the change in spin multiplicity can be

detected even in the case of results that have a moderate level of accuracy when the parity

of the electron number is conserved. Since the standard error associated with the expected

value of the Pauli term P̂ is

√
1− 〈P̂ 〉2/

√
N , where N is the shot number, approximately

10 shots are sufficient to obtain the required precision in the ones place for a single Pauli

term in the absence of noise. The spin squared operator used in these calculations, Ŝ2, is

expressed as

Ŝ2 = −0.5X̂0X̂1 + 0.5Ŷ0Ŷ1 + 0.5Ẑ0Ẑ1 + 0.5, (4)

where X̂i, Ŷi and Ẑi denote the Pauli operators for qubit i (i = 0, 1) along the x, y, z direc-

tions, respectively. Here we can let eP equal the largest standard error among the standard

errors of 〈X̂0X̂1〉, 〈Ŷ0Ŷ1〉 and 〈Ẑ0Ẑ1〉 using N shots. Based on the propagation of error, the

standard error of 〈Ŝ2〉 is then

eS2 =

√
(−0.5)2(1− 〈X̂0X̂1〉2)/N + 0.52(1− 〈Ŷ0Ŷ1〉2)/N + 0.52(1− 〈Ẑ0Ẑ1〉2)/N

≤
√

(−0.5)2e2P + 0.52e2P + 0.52e2P =
√

0.75eP

< eP . (5)

Therefore, the use of ten shots for a single Pauli term is sufficient to obtain the necessary

numeric precision in the ones place for 〈Ŝ2〉 in these calculations. On this basis, the spin

multiplicity of the ground state could be successfully calculated via the VQE process even

with present-day noisy devices because the determination of the square of the total spin

angular momentum is essentially unaffected by noise.

The total spin angular momentum Ŝ can be determined with a smaller number of mea-

surements than are required for Ĥ. This can be explained based on the number of Pauli

terms that appear in the Ŝ2 operator. The spin angular momentum along the k (k = x, y, z)
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direction can be expressed as58

Ŝk =
1

2

n−1∑
i=0

∑
s,s′

c†i,sσ
k
s,s′ci,s′ , (6)

where n is the number of qubits, σk
s,s′ denotes the (s, s′) element of the Pauli matrix in the

k direction, and c†i,s and ci,s are the fermionic creation and annihilation operators. The total

spin squared operator Ŝ2 can be expressed as the summation of the squared spin angular

momentum along the x, y, z directions, written as

Ŝ2 = Ŝ2
x + Ŝ2

y + Ŝ2
z =

1

4

∑
k=x,y,z

(
n−1∑
i=0

∑
s,s′

c†i,sσ
k
s,s′ci,s′

)2

. (7)

Note that this is the product of two summations, where the index runs over all n qubits.

Using a naive strategy, the number of Pauli terms in the observable Ŝ2 is O(n2), which is

smaller than the number of Pauli terms O(n4) in the Hamiltonian Ĥ.

Finally, it is helpful to discuss the present limitations of the VQE algorithm as a means

of determining the total spin angular momentum of the ground state. In order to identify

the ground state among the various spin states, the ansatz should suitably represent both

the ground state and other electronic states having different spin multiplicities. In addition,

the number of parameters to be optimized should be sufficiently small. Unfortunately, it

is still unclear whether such an ansatz exists. In this context, developing a sophisticated

method for the state preparation of the quantum device will be an important challenge in

future. Assuming that this is possible, the present work indicates that the total spin angular

momentum could be measured with a small number of shots.
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Figure 6: (a) Potential energy curves of the singlet ground state (solid line) and the triplet
ground state (dotted line) calculated using the CASCI method, the potential energies ob-
tained using the VQE approach with a statevector simulator (open triangles) and the IBM
ibm canberra quantum device (filled circles). (b) The energy difference from the CASCI
potential energies obtained from the simulator (open triangles) and the IBM ibm canberra
quantum device (filled circles). The range indicated by the two dashed lines equals ±0.0016
Hartree, equivalent to so-called chemical accuracy (±1 kcal/mol).
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Figure 7: Expected values of the spin squared operator 〈Ŝ2〉 as obtained from the simulator
(open triangles) and the IBM ibm canberra quantum device (filled circles). The solid and

dotted lines show the expected values of the spin squared operator 〈Ŝ2〉, which are 0.0 and
2.0 for the singlet and triplet states, respectively.
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Table 1: The potential energies and total spin angular momentum values calculated using
the IBM ibm canberra quantum device, employing three replicate VQE calculations. r(Pt–
C) denotes the bond length between Pt and C in Å, while ECASCI, 〈Ĥ〉, and e〈Ĥ〉 denote
the reference potential energy calculated using the CASCI method, the expected value of
the Hamiltonian, and the associated standard error, respectively, in Hartree. 〈Ŝ2〉CASCI,

〈Ŝ2〉, and e〈Ŝ2〉 denote the reference CASCI value for the total spin angular momentum, the

expected value for Ŝ2, and the associated standard error, respectively. The three values at
each r(Pt–C) correspond to the results of three replicate VQE calculations.

r(Pt–C) ECASCI 〈Ĥ〉 e〈Ĥ〉 〈Ŝ2〉CASCI 〈Ŝ2〉 e〈Ŝ2〉
1.846 -231.1477 -231.1451 0.0009 0.0 -0.06 0.19

-231.1460 0.0008 0.01 0.19
-231.1460 0.0008 0.36 0.19

3.0 -231.1364 -231.1342 0.0005 2.0 1.81 0.13
-231.1372 0.0005 2.01 0.09
-231.1355 0.0005 1.86 0.14
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Conclusion

Working within the framework of the VQE quantum-classical hybrid algorithm, the ground

state of a molecular system was calculated while minimizing the cost function. The energy

and spin multiplicity of the ground state could be simultaneously explored when applying

this algorithm without penalty terms on the spin angular momentum. This computational

scheme could be useful in the calculation of a strongly correlated system for which the spin

multiplicity of the ground state cannot be easily estimated. In this study, the adsorption of

CO onto a single Pt atom was investigated as a model system. VQE calculations using the

statevector simulator successfully traced the ground state over the entire potential energy

curve. These calculations converged to the singlet state in the bonding region but the triplet

state at the dissociation limit. In addition, the potential energies acquired using an actual

quantum device qualitatively reproduced the CASCI energy values for both the bonding and

dissociation regions. Furthermore, the spin multiplicities in the bonding and dissociation

regions could be clearly distinguished in spite of the noise effect. Thus, using the VQE

algorithm, it was possible to identify a change in spin multiplicity moving along the ground

state potential energy curve without specifying the spin multiplicity in advance. The results

of this research suggest that discrete values of parameters such as spin angular momentum

can be determined with reasonable accuracy even using NISQ devices if the ansatz that is

adopted has sufficient expressibility to describe the multi-spin states, including the target

state.

Notes

The authors declare no competing financial interest.
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Table S1: Electronic state total energies in Hartree calculated using CASSCF with CAS(10e,
6o). The basis sets used were def2-QZVP for Pt and cc-pVQZ for C and O. The results were
plotted in Figure 4(a) in the manuscript.

r(Pt–C) 11A1 21A1 31A1 13A1 23A1

1.55 -231.149596 -231.041981 -231.038449 -231.070795 -231.054113
1.60 -231.171696 -231.072580 -231.071127 -231.101627 -231.087124
1.65 -231.186850 -231.095927 -231.095278 -231.125182 -231.112250
1.70 -231.196561 -231.114448 -231.111660 -231.142908 -231.131087
1.75 -231.202061 -231.128006 -231.123048 -231.156001 -231.144947
1.80 -231.204358 -231.137683 -231.130534 -231.165448 -231.154910
1.85 -231.204279 -231.144364 -231.135027 -231.172062 -231.161859
1.90 -231.202494 -231.148773 -231.137271 -231.176508 -231.166515
1.95 -231.199546 -231.151497 -231.137879 -231.179328 -231.169461
2.00 -231.195868 -231.153003 -231.137346 -231.180955 -231.171164
2.05 -231.191804 -231.153662 -231.136072 -231.181734 -231.171991
2.10 -231.187621 -231.153758 -231.134374 -231.181931 -231.172230
2.15 -231.183516 -231.153508 -231.132505 -231.181750 -231.172098
2.20 -231.179638 -231.153071 -231.130658 -231.181342 -231.171759
2.30 -231.172901 -231.152046 -231.127585 -231.180256 -231.170894
2.40 -231.167705 -231.151200 -231.125884 -231.179197 -231.170209
2.50 -231.163838 -231.150740 -231.125753 -231.178377 -231.169932
2.60 -231.160950 -231.150707 -231.126893 -231.177843 -231.170098
2.70 -231.158801 -231.151039 -231.128741 -231.177570 -231.170641
2.80 -231.157279 -231.151624 -231.130767 -231.177506 -231.171449
2.90 -231.156301 -231.152345 -231.132634 -231.177594 -231.172406
3.00 -231.155778 -231.153113 -231.134184 -231.177785 -231.173412
3.20 -231.155680 -231.154569 -231.136256 -231.178317 -231.175300
3.40 -231.156197 -231.155759 -231.137308 -231.178869 -231.176820
3.60 -231.156818 -231.156643 -231.137810 -231.179334 -231.177935
3.80 -231.157337 -231.157264 -231.138048 -231.179681 -231.178711
4.00 -231.157713 -231.157682 -231.138161 -231.179920 -231.179234
4.20 -231.157967 -231.157955 -231.138212 -231.180075 -231.179577
4.40 -231.158131 -231.158126 -231.138235 -231.180168 -231.179800
4.60 -231.158234 -231.158233 -231.138241 -231.180220 -231.179943
4.80 -231.158300 -231.158295 -231.138241 -231.180247 -231.180035
5.00 -231.158339 -231.158333 -231.138238 -231.180258 -231.180094
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Table S2: Electronic state total energies in Hartree calculated using CASSCF with CAS(4e,
3o). The basis sets used were def2-QZVP for Pt and cc-pVQZ for C and O. The results for
11A1 and 13A1 were plotted in Figure S3.

r(Pt–C) 11A1 21A1 31A1 13A1 23A1

1.55 -231.149208 -231.042007 -231.038316 -231.070795 -231.054113
1.60 -231.171258 -231.072609 -231.070939 -231.101627 -231.087124
1.65 -231.186355 -231.095672 -231.095310 -231.125182 -231.112250
1.70 -231.195999 -231.114113 -231.111697 -231.142908 -231.131087
1.75 -231.201422 -231.127577 -231.123090 -231.156001 -231.144947
1.80 -231.203632 -231.137145 -231.130583 -231.165448 -231.154910
1.85 -231.203454 -231.143701 -231.135081 -231.172062 -231.161859
1.90 -231.201558 -231.147970 -231.137332 -231.176508 -231.166515
1.95 -231.198485 -231.150535 -231.137943 -231.179328 -231.169461
2.00 -231.194668 -231.151865 -231.137411 -231.180955 -231.171164
2.05 -231.190443 -231.152331 -231.136133 -231.181734 -231.171991
2.10 -231.186082 -231.152216 -231.134422 -231.181931 -231.172230
2.15 -231.181778 -231.151739 -231.132528 -231.181750 -231.172098
2.20 -231.177677 -231.151059 -231.130637 -231.181342 -231.171759
2.30 -231.170435 -231.149510 -231.127391 -231.180256 -231.170894
2.40 -231.164695 -231.148110 -231.125353 -231.179197 -231.170209
2.50 -231.160357 -231.147081 -231.124695 -231.178377 -231.169932
2.60 -231.157122 -231.146489 -231.125216 -231.177843 -231.170098
2.70 -231.154714 -231.146305 -231.126506 -231.177570 -231.170641
2.80 -231.152948 -231.146443 -231.128139 -231.177506 -231.171449
2.90 -231.151706 -231.146801 -231.129796 -231.177594 -231.172406
3.00 -231.150899 -231.147288 -231.131281 -231.177785 -231.173412
3.20 -231.150246 -231.148384 -231.133473 -231.178317 -231.175300
3.40 -231.150346 -231.149392 -231.134720 -231.178869 -231.176820
3.60 -231.150714 -231.150199 -231.135362 -231.179334 -231.177935
3.80 -231.151095 -231.150795 -231.135683 -231.179681 -231.178711
4.00 -231.151399 -231.151213 -231.135844 -231.179920 -231.179234
4.20 -231.151615 -231.151494 -231.135921 -231.180075 -231.179577
4.40 -231.151759 -231.151678 -231.135958 -231.180168 -231.179800
4.60 -231.151851 -231.151796 -231.135973 -231.180220 -231.179943
4.80 -231.151908 -231.151871 -231.135978 -231.180247 -231.180035
5.00 -231.151942 -231.151918 -231.135978 -231.180258 -231.180094
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Table S3: Electronic state total energies in Hartree calculated using CASSCF with CAS(2e,
2o). The basis sets used were def2-QZVP for Pt and cc-pVQZ for C and O. The results for
11A1 and 13A1 were plotted in Figure S3.

r(Pt–C) 11A1 21A1 13A1

1.55 -231.157046 -231.040650 -231.073862
1.60 -231.179058 -231.071036 -231.104377
1.65 -231.194118 -231.093555 -231.127693
1.70 -231.203719 -231.109793 -231.145244
1.75 -231.209082 -231.121070 -231.158213
1.80 -231.211209 -231.128481 -231.167573
1.85 -231.210920 -231.132931 -231.174127
1.90 -231.208878 -231.135166 -231.178534
1.95 -231.205622 -231.135791 -231.181326
2.00 -231.201584 -231.135297 -231.182935
2.05 -231.197107 -231.134075 -231.183701
2.10 -231.192459 -231.132431 -231.183888
2.15 -231.187849 -231.130600 -231.183700
2.20 -231.183428 -231.128762 -231.183287
2.30 -231.175565 -231.125527 -231.182196
2.40 -231.169305 -231.123317 -231.181144
2.50 -231.164555 -231.122329 -231.180346
2.60 -231.160953 -231.122475 -231.179852
2.70 -231.158154 -231.123470 -231.179633
2.80 -231.155943 -231.124959 -231.179630
2.90 -231.154198 -231.126638 -231.179780
3.00 -231.152825 -231.128314 -231.180027
3.20 -231.150911 -231.131264 -231.180643
3.40 -231.149748 -231.133495 -231.181247
3.60 -231.149040 -231.135069 -231.181743
3.80 -231.148595 -231.136144 -231.182108
4.00 -231.148300 -231.136868 -231.182359
4.20 -231.148099 -231.137348 -231.182520
4.40 -231.147954 -231.137668 -231.182619
4.60 -231.147843 -231.137883 -231.182675
4.80 -231.147760 -231.138027 -231.182704
5.00 -231.147696 -231.138125 -231.182718
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Table S4: Electronic state total energies in Hartree calculated using CASCI with CAS(2e,
2o). The basis sets used were def2-SVP for Pt and cc-pVDZ for C and O. The results based
on ROHF orbital are plotted in Figure 4(b) in the manuscript, while the results based on
RHF orbital are plotted in Figure S4.

r(Pt–C) ROHF orbital RHF orbital
11A1 21A1 13A1 11A1 21A1 13A1

1.55 -231.085637 -230.974423 -231.010650 -231.102427 -230.952334 -230.973190
1.60 -231.109661 -231.007314 -231.043878 -231.127512 -230.983853 -231.003618
1.65 -231.126273 -231.031333 -231.069256 -231.144947 -231.006962 -231.026228
1.70 -231.137157 -231.048365 -231.088407 -231.156405 -231.023428 -231.042707
1.75 -231.143672 -231.059977 -231.102656 -231.163243 -231.034716 -231.054434
1.80 -231.146911 -231.067459 -231.113087 -231.166565 -231.042028 -231.062528
1.85 -231.147745 -231.071857 -231.120574 -231.167263 -231.046350 -231.067889
1.90 -231.146870 -231.074012 -231.125824 -231.166050 -231.048480 -231.071238
1.95 -231.144829 -231.074594 -231.129402 -231.163493 -231.049060 -231.073142
2.00 -231.142045 -231.074131 -231.131753 -231.160042 -231.048599 -231.074043
2.05 -231.138844 -231.073031 -231.133224 -231.156044 -231.047495 -231.074279
2.10 -231.135468 -231.071603 -231.134082 -231.151765 -231.046056 -231.074102
2.15 -231.132095 -231.070077 -231.134529 -231.147407 -231.044511 -231.073695
2.20 -231.128851 -231.068614 -231.134714 -231.143116 -231.043025 -231.073187
2.30 -231.123061 -231.066265 -231.134701 -231.135119 -231.040644 -231.072177
2.40 -231.118436 -231.064935 -231.134573 -231.128239 -231.039361 -231.071425
2.50 -231.115006 -231.064574 -231.134556 -231.122605 -231.039187 -231.071007
2.60 -231.112634 -231.064930 -231.134713 -231.118156 -231.039897 -231.070882
2.70 -231.111112 -231.065713 -231.135024 -231.114738 -231.041182 -231.070981
2.80 -231.110222 -231.066679 -231.135439 -231.112168 -231.042755 -231.071234
2.90 -231.109770 -231.067663 -231.135904 -231.110268 -231.044396 -231.071588
3.00 -231.109601 -231.068567 -231.136374 -231.108880 -231.045963 -231.071999
3.20 -231.109691 -231.069989 -231.137215 -231.107143 -231.048606 -231.072872
3.40 -231.109963 -231.070894 -231.137846 -231.106226 -231.050507 -231.073666
3.60 -231.110218 -231.071409 -231.138267 -231.105727 -231.051769 -231.074287
3.80 -231.110401 -231.071675 -231.138525 -231.105441 -231.052554 -231.074710
4.00 -231.110515 -231.071797 -231.138666 -231.105264 -231.053002 -231.074949
4.20 -231.110572 -231.071839 -231.138730 -231.105143 -231.053223 -231.075041
4.40 -231.110589 -231.071838 -231.138744 -231.105051 -231.053301 -231.075029
4.60 -231.110577 -231.071814 -231.138727 -231.104972 -231.053295 -231.074954
4.80 -231.110548 -231.071779 -231.138693 -231.104902 -231.053250 -231.074854
5.00 -231.110512 -231.071739 -231.138651 -231.104839 -231.053195 -231.074755
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Table S5: Electronic state total energies in Hartree calculated using CASCI. The active space
adopted was CAS(2e, 2o). The basis sets used were def2-TZVP for Pt and cc-pVTZ for C
and O as ”triple zeta”, while def2-QZVP for Pt and cc-pVQZ for C and O as ”quadruple
zeta”. The results are plotted in Figure S5.

r(Pt–C) triple zeta quadruple zeta
11A1 21A1 13A1 11A1 21A1 13A1

1.55 -231.129257 -231.022832 -231.059936 -231.142662 -231.036251 -231.073862
1.60 -231.151268 -231.053887 -231.091156 -231.163835 -231.066609 -231.104377
1.65 -231.166442 -231.076567 -231.115026 -231.178327 -231.088720 -231.127693
1.70 -231.176294 -231.092605 -231.133013 -231.187624 -231.104290 -231.145244
1.75 -231.182053 -231.103451 -231.146325 -231.192931 -231.114745 -231.158213
1.80 -231.184714 -231.110303 -231.155959 -231.195226 -231.121261 -231.167574
1.85 -231.185084 -231.114143 -231.162734 -231.195303 -231.124805 -231.174128
1.90 -231.183811 -231.115768 -231.167322 -231.193797 -231.126163 -231.178534
1.95 -231.181413 -231.115822 -231.170267 -231.191220 -231.125969 -231.181327
2.00 -231.178300 -231.114818 -231.172007 -231.187973 -231.124727 -231.182936
2.05 -231.174791 -231.113160 -231.172887 -231.184368 -231.122836 -231.183702
2.10 -231.171127 -231.111161 -231.173179 -231.180641 -231.120604 -231.183889
2.15 -231.167487 -231.109056 -231.173087 -231.176964 -231.118262 -231.183701
2.20 -231.163999 -231.107018 -231.172765 -231.173460 -231.115982 -231.183288
2.30 -231.157786 -231.103563 -231.171842 -231.167261 -231.112027 -231.182197
2.40 -231.152817 -231.101248 -231.170939 -231.162345 -231.109209 -231.181144
2.50 -231.149108 -231.100072 -231.170268 -231.158702 -231.107560 -231.180347
2.60 -231.146506 -231.099802 -231.169876 -231.156168 -231.106881 -231.179853
2.70 -231.144799 -231.100136 -231.169735 -231.154520 -231.106891 -231.179634
2.80 -231.143764 -231.100807 -231.169792 -231.153531 -231.107324 -231.179631
2.90 -231.143208 -231.101617 -231.169991 -231.153004 -231.107972 -231.179781
3.00 -231.142977 -231.102440 -231.170282 -231.152784 -231.108695 -231.180028
3.20 -231.143056 -231.103876 -231.170977 -231.152835 -231.110057 -231.180644
3.40 -231.143424 -231.104910 -231.171642 -231.153138 -231.111109 -231.181248
3.60 -231.143815 -231.105579 -231.172171 -231.153463 -231.111832 -231.181743
3.80 -231.144132 -231.105983 -231.172546 -231.153733 -231.112296 -231.182109
4.00 -231.144361 -231.106214 -231.172792 -231.153933 -231.112580 -231.182359
4.20 -231.144513 -231.106341 -231.172944 -231.154069 -231.112747 -231.182521
4.40 -231.144609 -231.106408 -231.173031 -231.154156 -231.112844 -231.182619
4.60 -231.144664 -231.106442 -231.173077 -231.154208 -231.112899 -231.182676
4.80 -231.144694 -231.106459 -231.173098 -231.154237 -231.112931 -231.182705
5.00 -231.144707 -231.106467 -231.173103 -231.154251 -231.112951 -231.182718
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Figure S1: Weights of the electron configurations of (5dxy)
2(5dyz)

2(5dxz)
2(5dx2−y2)

2(5dz2)
1(6s)1 (filled circle), (5dxy)

2(5dyz)
2(5dxz)

2(5dx2−2)2(5dz2)
2(6s)0 (open circle), and

(5dxy)
2(5dyz)

2(5dxz)
2(5dx2−y2)

1(5dz2)
2(6s)1 (open triangle) for (a) 11A1, (b) 2

1A1, (c) 3
1A1,

(d) 13A1, and (e) 23A1. The weights were calculated as squared coefficients of the configu-
rations in the CASSCF wavefunctions with CAS(10e, 6o).
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Figure S2: Natural orbitals at r(Pt–C) = 5.00 Å for the singlet states calculated using
CASSCF with CAS(10e, 6o). The orbitals are derived from (a) 5dxy, (b) 5dyz, (c) 5dxz, (d)
5dx2−y2 , (e) 5dz2 , and (f) 6s of Pt; the symmetries are a2, b2, b1, a1, a1, and a1, respectively.
The occupation numbers are presented below the orbitals.
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Figure S3: Potential energy curves calculated using CASSCF for 11A1 with CAS(4e,3o)
(filled circle), 13A1 with CAS(4e,3o) (open circle), 11A1 with CAS(2e,2o) (filled triangle),
and 13A1 with CAS(2e,2o) (open triangle). The basis set used were def2-QZVP for Pt and
cc-pVQZ for C and O.
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Figure S4: Potential energy curves for 11A1 (filled circle), 21A1 (filled square), and 13A1

(open circle) calculated using CASCI with CAS(2e, 2o) based on the RHF orbitals. The
basis set used were def2-SVP for Pt and cc-pVDZ for C and O.
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Figure S5: Potential energy curves calculated using CASCI with ROHF orbitals for 11A1

(circle), 21A1 (triangle), and 13A1 (square); the basis sets used were def2-SVP for Pt and
cc-pVDZ for C and O (filled plots), def2-TZVP for Pt and cc-pVTZ for C and O (open
plots), and def2-QZVP for Pt and cc-pVQZ for C and O (gray plots).
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